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We introdu e a state-based model that an be used in spe ifying sensor network proto ols. This model a ommodates several features that are ommon in sensor networks. Examples of these features
are 1-step lo al broad ast, probabilisti delivery of messages, asymmetri
ommuni ation, and message ollision. We propose a three-step method
for verifying sensor proto ols that are spe i ed in this model. In the rst
step, the spe i ed proto ol is shown to be \nondeterministi ally orre t"
under the assumption that message delivery is assured and message ollision is guaranteed not to o ur. In the se ond step, the proto ol is proven
\probabilisti ally orre t" under the assumption that message delivery
is probabilisti but message ollision is guaranteed not to o ur. In the
third step, the orre tness of the proto ol is proven by a simulation where
message delivery is probabilisti and message ollision may o ur (when
two or more neighboring sensors happen to send messages at the same
time). To demonstrate the utility of our model, we dis uss an example
proto ol that an be used by a sensor to identify its strong neighbors in
the network, and apply the veri ation method to the proto ol.
Abstra t.
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1 Introdu tion
A sensor is a battery-operated small omputer with an antenna and a sensing
board that an sense magnetism, sound, heat, et . Sensors in a network an use
their antennas to ommuni ate in a wireless fashion by broad asting messages
over radio frequen y to neighboring sensors in the network. Due to the limited
range of radio transmission, sensor networks are usually multi-hop. Sensor networks an be used for military, environmental or ommer ial appli ations su h
as intrusion dete tion [1℄, disaster monitoring [2℄ and habitat monitoring [3℄.
Sensor networks and their proto ols have several hara teristi s that make
them hard to spe ify formally and even harder to verify. Examples of these
hara teristi s are
i.
?

Unavoidable lo al broad ast: When a sensor sends a message, even one that
is intended for a parti ular neighboring sensor, a opy of the message is
re eived by every neighboring sensor.
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ii.

message transmission: When a sensor sends a message, the
message rea hes the di erent neighboring sensors (and an be re eived by
ea h of them) with di erent probabilities.
iii. Asymmetri ommuni ation: Let u and v be two neighboring sensors in a
network. The probability that a message sent by u is re eived by v an be
di erent from the probability that a message sent by v is re eived by u.
iv. Message ollision: If two neighboring sensors send messages at the same time,
then neither sensor re eives the message from the other sensor. Moreover, if
two (not ne essarily neighboring) sensors send messages at the same time,
then any sensor that is a neighbor of both sensors will not re eive any of the
two messages. In this ase, the two messages are said to have ollided.
v. Timeout a tions and randomization steps: Given the above hara teristi s
of a sensor network, it seems logi al that sensor proto ols need to heavily
depend on timeout a tions and randomization steps to perform their fun tions.
Probabilisti

The above hara teristi s of sensor proto ols are far from ommon in the literature of distributed systems. Thus, one is in lined to believe that the \standard
model" of distributed systems is not suitable for sensor proto ols. The sear h for
a suitable model for sensor proto ols is an obligatory rst step towards formal
spe i ation, veri ation, and design of these proto ols.
There have been earlier e orts to model the software of sensor networks. Examples of these e orts are [4℄, [5℄, [6℄, and [7℄. We review these and other e orts in
the related work se tion of this paper. Nevertheless, it is important to state here
that all these e orts are not dire ted towards modeling sensor proto ols; rather
they are dire ted toward modeling sensor network appli ations. Clearly, sensor
proto ols are quite di erent from sensor appli ations in terms of their fun tions
and in terms of how they a omplish these fun tions. For instan e, sensor proto ols need to deal with the intri ate hara teristi s of sensor networks, as they
attempt to hide these hara teristi s from the sensor appli ations. Thus, whereas
a sensor proto ol has to deal with unavoidable lo al broad ast, probabilisti message transmission, asymmetri ommuni ation, and message ollision, a sensor
appli ation an view the sensor network as a reliable medium for ommuni ating
sensing data. Also whereas a sensor proto ol depends heavily on timeout a tions
and randomization steps, a sensor appli ation rarely needs to resort to these
devi es.

2 Topology of Sensor Networks
The topology of a sensor network is a dire ted graph where ea h node represents
a distin t sensor in the network and where ea h dire ted edge is labeled with
some probability. A dire ted edge (u,v ), from a sensor u to a sensor v , that is
labeled with probability p indi ates that if sensor u sends a message, then this
message arrives at sensor v with probability p (provided that neither sensor v nor
any \neighboring sensor" of v sends another message at the same time). There
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are two probabilities that label the edges in the topology of a sensor network.
These two probabilities are 0.95 and 0.5 in this work. (Below we dis uss some
experiments that we have arried out on sensors and led us to this hoi e of
probabilities in the topology of a sensor network [8℄.)
In the topology of a sensor network, an edge that is labeled with the large
probability 0.95 is alled a strong edge, and an edge that is labeled with the
small probability 0.5 is alled a weak edge.
Let u and v be two distin t sensors in a network. Sensors u and v are alled
strong neighbors i there are two strong edges between them in the network
topology. The two sensors are alled middle neighbors i there are one strong
edge and one weak edge between them in the network topology. Sensors u and
v are alled weak neighbors i
there is exa tly one edge between them, or there
are two weak edges between them in the network topology. They are alled nonneighbors i there are no edges between them in the network topology. If there
is an edge from u to v in the network topology, then u is alled an in-neighbor
of v and v is alled an out-neighbor of u.
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Fig. 1.

Topology of a sensor network

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the topology of a sensor network that has four
sensors. In this network, sensors u and v are weak neighbors, sensors u and v
are strong neighbors, sensors u and v are middle neighbors, and sensors v and
v
are non-neighbors. Sensor u has three out-neighbors, namely sensors v , v ,
and v . Also sensor u has two in-neighbors, namely sensors v , and v .
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In [8℄, we des ribe some experiments that we have arried out using Mi a
sensors [9℄. In these experiments, a sensor u sends a sequen e of messages at the
rate of one message per 5 se onds, and another sensor v attempts to re eive all
the sent messages. The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 2
where ea h point represents the result of one experiment. (Similar results are
reported in [10℄ and [11℄.)
We observe that from Fig. 2 if the distan e between two sensors u and v is in
the range 0 .. 38 in hes, v re eives between 90% and 100% of the messages sent
by u. One the other hand, if the distan e between sensors u and v is in the range
38 .. 67 in hes, v re eives anywhere between 0% and 100% of the messages sent
by u. Finally, the distan e between sensors u and v is longer than 67 in hes, v
re eives 0% of the messages sent by u. From these observations, the diagram in
Fig. 2 an be \idealized" as shown in Fig. 3.
Let u and v be distin t sensors in the topology of a sensor network, and
assume there is a dire ted edge from u to v in the network topology. A ording
to the idealized diagram in Fig. 3, if the distan e between u and v is in the range
0 .. x, then v re eives between 90% and 100% of the messages sent by u. Thus,
the dire ted edge from u to v an be labeled with a probability 0.95, and the
edge is strong. If the distan e between u and v is in the range x .. y , then v
re eives between 0% and 100% of the messages sent by u. Thus, the dire ted
edge from u to v an be labeled with a probability 0.5, and the edge is weak.
Fig. 4 shows how the probability label of an edge from one sensor to another in
the network topology is hosen based on the distan e between the two sensors.

3 Sensor Network Exe ution
A sensor is spe i ed as a program that has global onstants, lo al variables, and
one or more a tions. In general, a sensor is spe i ed as follows:
sensor <sensor name>
onst < onst name> : < onst type>, ... , < onst name> : < onst type>
var
<var name> : <var type>, ... , <var name> : <var type>
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begin
timeout-expires
[℄ r v <msg.0>
...
[℄ r v <msg.k-1>
end

-> <a tion statements>
-> <a tion statements>
...
-> <a tion statements>

// timeout a tion
// re eiving a tion
// re eiving a tion

Note that the a tions of a sensor onsist of exa tly one timeout a tion and
zero or more re eiving a tions. Before we an dis uss the exe ution of sensor
a tions, we need to explain our model of real-time.
We assume that the real-time passes through dis rete time instants: instant
1, instant 2, instant 3, and so on. The time periods between onse utive instants
are equal. Exe utions of the di erent a tions of a sensor o ur only at the time
instants, and not during the time periods between instants. We refer to the time
period between two onse utive instants t and t + 1 as the time unit (t, t + 1).
(The value of a time unit is not riti al to the urrent presentation, but we
estimate that the value of the time unit is around 100 millise onds.)
At a time instant t, if the timeout of a sensor u expires, then u exe utes
its timeout a tion (at t). Exe uting the timeout a tion of sensor u at t auses
u to update its lo al variables, and to send at most one message at t. It also
auses u to exe ute the statement \timeout-after <expression>" whi h auses
the timeout of u to expire (again) after k time units, where k is the value of
<expression> at the time unit (t, t + 1). The timeout a tion of sensor u is of
the following form:
timeout-expires -> <update lo al variables of u>;
<send at most one message>;
<exe ute timeout-after <expression>>

To keep tra k of its timeout, ea h sensor u has an impli it variable named
\timer.u". In ea h time unit between two onse utive instants, timer.u has a xed
positive integer value. The value of \timer.u" is determined by the following two
rules:
i. If the value of timer.u is k , where k > 1, in a time unit (t 1, t), then the
value of timer.u is k 1 in the time unit (t, t + 1).
ii. If the value of timer.u is 1 in a time unit (t 1, t), then sensor u exe utes its
timeout a tion at instant t. Moreover, sin e sensor u exe utes the statement
\timeout-after <expression>" as part of exe uting its timeout a tion, the
value of timer.u in the time unit (t, t + 1) is the value of <expression> in
the same time unit.
If a sensor u exe utes its timeout a tion and sends a message at an instant
, then an out-neighbor v of u re eives a opy of the message at t, provided that
the following three onditions hold.
i. A random integer number is uniformly sele ted in the range 0 .. 99, and this
sele ted number is less than 100  p, where p is the probability label of edge
(u,v ) in the network topology.

t
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ii. Sensor v does not send any message at instant t.
iii. For ea h in-neighbor w of v , other than u, if w sends a message at t, then a
random integer number is uniformly sele ted in the range 0 .. 99, and this
sele ted number is at least 100  p , where p is the probability label of edge
(w,v ) in the network topology.
0

0

If a sensor u re eives a message <msg.i> at an instant t, then
the following re eiving a tion at t.

u

exe utes

r v <msg.i> -> <update lo al variables of u>;
<may exe ute timeout-after <expression>>

Note that exe uting the re eiving a tion of sensor u auses u to update its own
lo al variables. It may also ause u to exe ute the statement \timeout-after
<expression>" whi h auses the timeout of u to expire after k time units, where
k is the value of <expression> in the time unit (t, t + 1). Note that exe uting
the re eiving a tion of sensor u does not ause u to send any message.
Let us summarize how the exe ution of a sensor network pro eeds during
one time instant t. First, the value of timer.u for every sensor u in the network
is de remented by one at t. Se ond, if the value of any timer.u be omes 0 at t,
then sensor u exe utes its timeout a tion at t. Exe ution of the timeout a tion
of a sensor u at t assigns a new value to timer.u and may ause u to send one
message at t. Third, if a sensor u sends a message at t, then any out-neighbor v
of u may re eive the message at t. Even if an out-neighbor v of u has exe uted
its timeout a tion but sent no message at t, v an still re eive u's message at t.
In other words, a sensor may exe ute its timeout a tion followed by a re eiving
a tion at the same time instant provided that the sensor does not send a message
during its exe ution of the timeout a tion. It follows from the above dis ussion
that at a time instant, a sensor u exe utes exa tly one of the following:
i. u sends one message, but re eives no message.
ii. u re eives one message, but sends no message.
iii. u sends no message and re eives no message.
In the remainder of the paper, we use this model to spe ify an example protool and to prove the proto ol orre t utilizing our veri ation method des ribed
in the next se tion.

4 Three-step Veri ation Method
The model of sensor network proto ols presented in the previous se tions is
rather ompli ated. Thus, the orre tness of a sensor proto ol spe i ation, that
is based on this model, is better veri ed in steps, in fa t three steps. In the rst
step, the orre tness of the proto ol spe i ation is veri ed under two assumptions: idealized message transmission and no message ollision. In the se ond
step, the e e t of relaxing the rst assumption on the established orre tness
in the rst step is analyzed. In the third step, the e e t of relaxing the se ond
assumption on the established orre tness in the se ond step is analyzed.
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We refer to the rst step as nondeterministi analysis, to the se ond step as
analysis, and to the third step as simulation.
In the next two se tions, we present an example of a sensor proto ol spe i ation, and then verify the orre tness of this spe i ation using our veri ation
method.
The two assumptions, of idealized message transmission and no message ollision, upon whi h our veri ation method is based are stated as follows.
i. Idealized message transmission: In the topology of a sensor network, the
probability label of ea h strong edge is 1 (instead of 0.95), and the probability label of ea h weak edge is 0 (instead of 0.5).
probabilisti

No message ollision: For every two distin t sensors u and v in a sensor network, if u is a (in- or out-) neighbor of v , or if the network has a third sensor
w that is an out-neighbor for both u and v , then timer.u and timer.v have
distin t values at every instant during the exe ution of the sensor network.
Some explanations on erning these two assumptions are in order. The rst
assumption has the e e t of removing all the weak edges from the topology of a
sensor network. It also has the e e t of strengthening all the strong edges in a
network topology.
To explain the se ond assumption, re all that a sensor u an send a message
only during an exe ution of its timeout a tion, and that the timeout a tion of
sensor u an be exe uted at an instant t i the value of timer.u is 1 in the time
unit (t 1, t). Thus, the assumption of no message ollision ensures that any
two sensors, whose messages would ollide if they were sent at the same instant,
are guaranteed never to send messages at the same instant during any exe ution
of the sensor network.
In order to make the se ond assumption, of no message ollision, more a eptable, it is re ommended that ea h statement \timeout-after x" in a sensor u
be written as \timeout-after random(x, y )" where x > 0 and x  y . Thus, any
new value assigned to timer.u is hosen uniformly from the range x .. y . Be ause
the new values of the timer variables are hosen uniformly from a reasonably
large range, it is unlikely that any two timer variables will ever have the same
value.
Next, we des ribe in some detail the three steps of our veri ation method.

ii.

i. Nondeterministi analysis:
This analysis is used to verify that a proto ol is guaranteed to rea h, from
a given initial state, a desirable target state under the two assumptions of
idealized message transmission and no message ollision. For this analysis,
we generate a state transition diagram of the proto ol. In the diagram, ea h
proto ol state has one or more outgoing edges, sin e the proto ol is spe i ed
using randomization steps of the form \timeout-after random(x,y )". From
this diagram, we an verify that the proto ol nondeterministi ally satis es
the desired rea hability property.
ii. Probabilisti analysis:
This analysis is used to verify that a proto ol will rea h, from a given initial
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state, a desirable target state with a high probability, under the assumption
of no message ollision. For this analysis, we generate a probabilisti state
transition diagram of the proto ol, where ea h edge in the diagram is labeled with a probability. Note that the probabilities that label the edges in
the probabilisti state transition diagram are omputed from the probability labels in the network topology of the proto ol. From this diagram, we
an verify that the proto ol probabilisti ally satis es the desired rea hability
property.
iii. Simulation:
The nondeterministi and probabilisti analyses (in the rst two steps) of a
proto ol an be arried out without spe ifying the values of x and y in the
randomization steps \timeout-after random(x,y )" in the proto ol spe i ation. In hoosing the values of x and y in these steps, one needs to observe
two restri tions. First, the di eren e y x should be large enough to ensure that the probability of message ollision is reasonably small (and so the
nondeterministi and probabilisti analyses of the proto ol are reasonably
a urate). Se ond, the di eren e y x should be small enough to ensure
that the proto ol rea hes its desirable target state in a reasonably short
time. To determine the appropriate values of x and y in the randomization
steps, one an simulate the proto ol for many value ombinations of x and
y and sele t the most appropriate values of x and y .

5 A Proto ol Spe i ation Example
In this se tion, we use the above model to spe ify a sensor proto ol that an be
used by any sensor in order to identify the strong neighbors of that sensor in its
network. We refer to this proto ol as the neighbor omputation proto ol. (Re all
that two sensors in a network are strong neighbors i there are two strong edges
between them in the network topology.)
To identify the strong neighbors of a sensor u, sensor u sends three request
messages. Whenever a sensor v re eives a request message sent by sensor u,
sensor v sends a reply message. If sensor u re eives two or more reply messages
sent by the same sensor v , then sensor u on ludes that sensor v is one of its
strong neighbors.
Assume that the time period between two su essive request messages sent
by the same sensor is xed. Under this assumption, if two neighboring sensors u
and u start to send their request messages at the same time, then the request
messages sent by u will ollide with the request messages sent by u and both
u and u may end up
on luding wrongly that they have no strong neighbors.
Therefore, the time period between two su essive request messages should be
uniformly sele ted from a \large enough" range 1 .. x. (In the next se tion, we
dis uss how to hoose a value for x.)
If every sensor v , that re eives a request message from a sensor u, sends a
reply message immediately after it re eives the request message, then all the
reply messages will ollide with one another and u may end up re eiving no
0

0

0
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reply messages. Thus, when a sensor v re eives a request message from a sensor
u, v should wait a random period of time before it sends a reply message. The
length of this time period should be uniformly sele ted from the range 1 .. x.
Consider the s enario where a sensor v re eives a request message from a
sensor u and de ides to wait for some random period before it sends a reply
message to u. It is possible that before v sends its reply to u, v re eives another
request message from another sensor u . In this ase, v should send one reply
message to both u and u . This requires that sensor v maintains a reply set, alled
rset, that ontains the identi er of every sensor u from whi h v has re eived a
request message and to whi h v has not yet sent a orresponding reply message.
At the end of the above s enario, rset in sensor v has the value fu, u g.
Note that sensors u and u in the above s enario an be the same sensor u.
Thus, rset in ea h sensor is a multiset rather than a set. For example, at the
end of the above s enario, rset in sensor v has the value fu, ug.
Consider the s enario where a sensor u sends a request message and de ides to
wait for a random period before it sends its se ond request message. It is possible
that before u sends its se ond request message, u re eives a request message
from another sensor u . In this ase, u should send one omposite message that
onsists of the se ond request message and a reply message to sensor u . We refer
to this omposite message as a request-reply message. In fa t, every message in
our proto ol, whether a request message, a reply message, or a request-reply
message, an be viewed as a request-reply message.
Ea h message in the neighbor omputation proto ol has three elds:
0

0

0

0

0

0

(v,b,s)

The rst eld v is the identi er of sensor v that sent this message. The se ond
eld b has two possible values: 0 and 1. If b = 0, then the message is a pure reply
message. If b = 1, then the message is either a request message or a request-reply
message. The third eld s is the urrent value of rset in sensor v . Note that if
the message is a pure request message, then s = empty set.
Ea h sensor u has one onstant x and eight variables as follows.
sensor u
onst x
var
nghs
r vd
rset
rm
done
v
b
s

// sensor u where 0=< u < n
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

integer
set {u' | 0<= u'
array [0 .. n-1℄
set {u' | 0<= u'
0..3,
boolean,
0..n-1,
0..1,
set {u' | 0<= u'

< n},
of 0..3,
< n},

< n}

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

strong ngh set
r vd replies
reply set
remaining request msgs
omputation done or not
re eived sensor id
re eived request bit
re eived reply set

Variable nghs is the set of strong neighbors that sensor u needs to ompute
periodi ally. An element r vd[v ℄ in variable r vd ontains the number of replies
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that sensor u has re eived from sensor v after u has sent its rst request message
(in the urrent round of request messages). Variable rm stores the number of
request messages that sensor u still needs to send (in the urrent round of request
messages). Variable rset is the multiset of all the replies that sensor u needs to
in lude in its next request-reply message. Variable done is a boolean variable
whose value is true when and only when the urrent omputation of the strong
neighbors of sensor u is ompleted.
Initially, the value of nghs is the empty set, the value of every element in
variable r vd is 0, the value of variable rm is 0, the value of variable rset is the
empty set, the value of variable done is true, and the value of impli it variable
timer.u is any value in the range 1 .. x.
Ea h sensor u has two a tions that are spe i ed as follows.
sensor u

// sensor u where 0=< u < n

begin
timeout-expires ->
if rm=0 -> if rset != {} -> send (u,0,rset); rset := {}
[℄ rset = {} -> skip
fi;
if done -> skip
// no new round
[℄ done -> nghs := {};
// start new round
r vd := 0;
rm := 3;
done := false
[℄ !done -> COMPNGH(in r vd, out nghs);
r vd := 0;
done := true
fi; timeout-after random(1,x)
[℄ rm>0 -> send (u,1,rset); rset := {};
rm := rm-1;
if rm>0 -> timeout-after random(1,x)
[℄ rm=0 -> timeout-after random(x+1,x+1)
fi
fi
[℄ r v (v,b,s) -> if !done -> r vd[v℄ := r vd[v℄ + NUM(u,s)
[℄ done -> skip
fi;
if b=1 -> rset := rset+{v}
[℄ b=0 -> skip
fi
end

Sensor u exe utes its rst a tion when the value of its timer.u be omes zero.
The exe ution of this a tion starts by he king the value of rm. On one hand, if
the value of rm is 0, then u re ognizes that it does not need to send a request
message, but it needs to send a reply message in ase rset is non-empty. Thus,
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the sent message is of the form (u,0,rset). Also if the value of done is true, then
sensor u hooses arbitrarily whether it starts to ompute its strong neighbors or
not. If the value of done is false, sensor u invokes a pro edure named COMPNGH
that omputes the strong neighbors of sensor u from array r vd and adds them
to the set nghs. (In COMPNGH, a sensor v is omputed to be a strong neighbor of
u if r vd[v ℄  2.) On the other hand, if the value of rm is larger than 0, then u
re ognizes that it needs to send a request-reply message of the form (u,1,rset).
Sensor u exe utes the se ond a tion when u re eives a (v,b,s) message sent
by a neighboring sensor v . The exe ution of this a tion starts by he king the
value of done. If the value of done is false, then the value of the element r vd[v ℄
is in remented by N U M (u; s), the number of times u o urs in the multiset s.
Then sensor u he ks the value of b in the re eived message. If the value of b is
1, then v is added to the multiset rset.

6 A Proto ol Veri ation Example
In this se tion, we use the veri ation method outlined in Se tion 4 to verify
the orre tness of the neighbor omputation proto ol in Se tion 5. Re all that
the veri ation method onsists of three steps: nondeterministi analysis, probabilisti analysis, and simulation. We apply ea h of these steps to the neighbor
omputation proto ol in order.
Nondeterministi analysis is used to show that the neighbor omputation
proto ol satis es some desirable progress property under the two assumptions of
idealized message transmission and no message ollision, dis ussed above. The
analysis is arried out from the point of view of a sensor u that needs to ompute
its strong neighbors.
From the assumption of idealized message transmission, ea h non-neighbor,
weak neighbor or middle neighbor of u annot re eive any message sent by u,
or annot send any message to be re eived by u. Thus, non-neighbors, weak
neighbors and middle neighbors of u have no e e t on the omputation arried
out by u to identify its strong neighbors.
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rcvd[v].u=0

rm.u=0

done.u=T

NUM(u, rset.v)=0

S1:

S0:
nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=0

rm.u=3

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=0

S2:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=0

rm.u=2

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=1

S3:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=0

rm.u=1

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=2

S4:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=0

rm.u=0

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=3

S5:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=1

rm.u=2

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=0

S6:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=2

rm.u=1

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=0

S7:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=2

rm.u=0

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=1

S8:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=1

rm.u=1

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=1

S9:

nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=1

rm.u=0

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=2

S10: nghs.u=

rcvd[v].u=3

rm.u=0

done.u=F

NUM(u, rset.v)=0

rcvd[v].u=0

rm.u=0

done.u=T

NUM(u, rset.v)=0

S11: nghs.u

Fig. 6.

v

Spe ifying the states in the state transition diagram in Fig. 5

It remains to analyze the intera tion between sensor u and ea h strong neighbor v of u. Fig. 5 shows the state transition diagram that des ribes the intera tion
between sensor u and its strong neighbor v . Ea h node in this diagram represents
a state of the two sensors u and v . Ea h dashed edge represents the passing of
real-time by one time unit. Ea h solid edge labeled u represents the exe ution of
the timeout a tion in sensor u and the exe ution of the orresponding re eiving
a tion, if any, in sensor v . Ea h solid edge labeled v represents the exe ution of
the timeout a tion in sensor v and the exe ution of the orresponding re eiving
a tion, if any, in sensor u.
Ea h of the states S0 through S11 in the state transition diagram is spe i ed
by a predi ate in Fig. 6. Note that r vd[v ℄:u is the value of element rv d[v ℄ in
array r vd in sensor u, rm:u is the value of variable rm in sensor u, done:u is
the value of variable done in sensor u, and N U M (u; rset:v ) returns the number
of times u o urs in the multiset rset in sensor v .
From the state transition diagram, we on lude that the intera tion between
sensors u and v satis es the following progress property.
State S1 eventually leads to state S11.
Therefore, the proto ol is orre t under the two assumptions of idealized
message transmission and no message ollision.
Probabilisti analysis is used to analyze the e e t of relaxing the rst assumption of idealized message transmission on the orre tness and performan e
of the proto ol. Under the assumption of idealized message transmission, the
middle neighbors and weak neighbors of a sensor u play no role in u's omputation of its strong neighbors. When this assumption is relaxed, this is no longer
true. Let u and v are distin t sensors in a network. If there are no edges or if
there is exa tly one edge between u and v in the network topology, then v has
no e e t on u's omputation of its strong neighbors. Otherwise, let there be two
edges between u and v in the network topology. Moreover, let p be the probability label of edge (u,v ) and q be the probability label of edge (v ,u). In this ase,
the probability that u identi es v as one of its strong neighbors depends on the
probability labels of edges (u,v ) and (v ,u), p and q .
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Simulation is used to analyze the e e t of relaxing the two assumptions of
idealized message transmission and no message ollision on the orre tness and
performan e of the proto ol. In order to run the simulation of the proto ol, we
need to hoose the value of x. There are two ontradi tory on erns that an
a e t our hoi e of x. If x is large, the probability of message ollision be omes
small, and onsequently the probability of orre tly identifying a strong neighbor,
as measured from the simulation, be omes lose to the same probability, as
estimated from the probabilisti analysis. On the other hand, if x is large, the
average exe ution time of the proto ol, whi h is around 2  x + 1 time units,
be omes large. Thus, the simulation is used to evaluate the performan e of the
proto ol over various values of x and hoose the most appropriate value for x.
As we relax the two assumptions one by one, the probability for a sensor
u to identify a strong neighbor v is de reased. Moreover, middle neighbors and
weak neighbors of u a e t u's omputation of its strong neighbors. The details
of probabilisti analysis and simulation an be found in [12℄.

7 Related Work
Several models for sensor appli ations have been proposed [5℄, [6℄, [4℄, [7℄. In
general, the purpose of these models is to hide appli ation programmers from
low-level details su h as routing, group management, resour e management, et .
EnvioTra k [5℄ provides a high-level programming abstra tion for tra king appliations in sensor networks. Newton and Welsh proposed a fun tional language
to spe ify the global behavior of a sensor appli ation [6℄. Liu et al. presented
a state- entri programming model for sensor networks [4℄. Database approa h
was proposed in TAG [7℄. Unlike these models, our proposed model is to des ribe sensor proto ols (that are responsible for routing, group management,
et ). Thus, our model deals with the intri ate hara teristi s of wireless sensor
networks des ribed in Se tion 1.
Levis et al. developed a ommuni ation- entri virtual ma hine for sensor
networks alled Mate [13℄. Using Mate's high-level interfa es, sensor appli ations
an be omposed in a very short ode.
The Abstra t Proto ol notation was developed earlier to spe ify network proto ols in traditional networks [14℄. Gra anin et al. proposed a model that fo uses
on servi es provided by wireless sensor networks [15℄. Volgyesi et al. proposed a
model to des ribe interfa e spe i ation of omponents for sensor networks [16℄.
This model allows us to he k the ompatibility of omponents and to verify the
design and omposition of omponents based on their interfa es. In [17℄, antireplay proto ols for sensor networks were proposed. Also it was shown that the
proposed proto ols satisfy desirable properties (su h as orruption dete tion, replay dete tion, and freshness dete tion) under some assumption. In this paper,
we investigate what a model should be to des ribe sensor proto ols and how
sensor proto ols spe i ed in this model an be veri ed.
Several simulation frameworks have been developed for sensor networks [18℄,
[19℄, [20℄. TOSSIM [18℄ is a simulator for TinyOS wireless sensor networks.
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Prowler [19℄ is a MATLAB-based simulator that an simulate not only network proto ol sta ks but also radio transmission phenomena. Downey et al. [20℄
developed a exible simulation framework, where a new model an be added or
substituted easily. Note that the simulator used in this paper is to simulate the
exe ution of a proto ol based on our model.

8 Con luding Remarks
In this paper, we presented a state-based model of sensor network proto ols. This
model a ommodates several hara teristi s of sensor networks, su h as unavoidable lo al broad ast, probabilisti message transmission, asymmetri ommuniation, message ollision, and timeout a tions and randomization steps. We also
proposed a three step veri ation method that onsists of nondeterministi analysis, probabilisti analysis, and simulation. Using this veri ation method, we
an verify and analyze the orre tness and performan e of a sensor proto ol
spe i ed in this state-based model.
Although the probability label of a strong edge is hosen to be 0.95 and the
probability label of a weak edge is hosen to be 0.5 in this work, di erent values
an be hosen for these probability labels for di erent setting of sensor networks.
The neighbor omputation proto ol in Se tion 5 is suitable for a resour e
limited sensor network, sin e ea h sensor needs to send a small number of messages to ompute its strong neighbors. This proto ol an be used to alibrate
the model su h that the estimated performan e from the model is orrelated to
the observed performan e from an a tual prototype of the proto ol.
There are several dire tions to extend our model for sensor proto ols. First,
our model assumes that sensors in a sensor network are stationary. The model
an be extended to support a sensor network with mobile sensors. Se ond, energy
models of sensors an be added to our model to estimate the lifetime of a sensor
network or measure the amount of energy onsumed by a sensor.
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